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Executive summary
Welcome to South Liverpool Homes’ (SLH) annual
value for money self-assessment 2015/16. This
self-assessment detail’s how SLH is delivering
the requirements of our regulator, the Homes
& Communities Agency’s (HCA), Value for Money
Self-Assessment and how we continue to be
a well-run and financially strong organisation.
SLH has a clear mission to Make South Liverpool the place to be.
In 2015/16 we continued on ‘Our Journey’ to make this mission a
reality and had some outstanding achievements including:
• Delivering a 25% surplus
• Helped customers obtain over £1million in additional income
• Being ranked the No 1 UK not for profit company to work for in
the Sunday Times Best Companies list for the third year running
• Acquiring 87 new homes
• Installed solar panels to 898 homes
• Achieved £187k profit from our commercial activities
• All homes achieving a positive net present value

All of this is summarised in our financial performance detailed below:
Financial
performance

Total
2015/16

General
needs

Supported

Non-social
lettings

Other social
housing
activity

Total income

£19.4m

£18.0m

£0.6m

£0.5m

£0.3m

Total expenditure

£14.7m

£12.9m

£0.6m

£0.2m

£1.0m

Operating surplus
/ (deficit)

£4.7m

£5.1m

£0.0m

£0.3m

£(0.8)m

Gross operating
margin

24.2%

28.3%

0.0%

53.1%

N/A

2014/15 result
Operating surplus
/ (deficit)

£5.0m

£5.2m

£(0.1)m

£0.2m

£(0.3)m

2013/14 result
Operating surplus
/ (deficit)

£4.3m

£4.2m

£0.0m

£0.2m

£(0.2)m

2012/13 result
Operating surplus
/ (deficit)

£4.7m

£4.8m

£(0.1)m

£0.1m

£(0.0)m
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We continue towards a sustainable approach to value and
viability which ensures that the social element of our business
is delivered effectively. We make savings which are diverted into
our social investment activity, new development and supporting
our customers to continue to be tenancy compliant.
It was pleasing to see supported housing broke even in
2015/16 following a deficit the previous year. SLH acknowledge the
cost of providing supported housing is higher than general needs costs
however we believe that there is a need for this type of provision in our
neighbourhoods so will continue to provide whilst looking at efficiency
measures. Other social housing activity resulted in a deficit however
this was planned and in line with the objectives set out in Our Journey
to 2022. We committed to investing in services which may generate
no return but will ultimately support our vision.
We have had a strong year whilst also navigating the
external changes which meant that we had to further evaluate
what we aspire to deliver and how we can continue to deliver this
within our financial capacity. In 2016/17 we will make £1.4m savings,
predominately savings made following the announcement of the
imposed 1% rent cut, these are supported by £300k annual savings
through Every penny counts. The savings we have made have
not been to the detriment of key development projects which
our Board has committed to.
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As a community based organisation, we want to protect our
role as a key stakeholder in South Liverpool. We are more than just
a landlord and our organisation is actively supporting the regeneration
and sustainability of our core areas Speke and Garston. Our costs
reflect our position as a community based organisation committed
to our objective to make South Liverpool the place to be although
our overall cost per property is close to the HCAs median cost per
social housing property.
Our Board very much want SLH to continue in its lead role in Speke
Garston but have recognised that change needs to happen moving
forward to navigate any further stresses that may impact on our
business and our capacity to achieve our mission. This assessment
gives an overview of the changes that we have made and plan to
make and consequently the Board believe that we comply with
the requirements of the VFM standard.
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About us

About us
South Liverpool Homes (formally
South Liverpool Housing) was
formed in October 1999 following
a large scale voluntary transfer
(LSVT) from Liverpool City Council.
The transfer was undertaken with
the support of local residents to
secure additional investment in
their homes whilst maintaining
affordable rent levels, security of
tenure, and preserving the right
for transferring tenants to buy
their home. SLH currently own
and manage around 3,700 homes
in the South Liverpool area,
predominantly in Speke
and Garston.

South Liverpool Homes (SLH) is
the housing association regulated
by the HCA and also the parent of
the group. SLH Regeneration is a
social enterprise and home to
SLH Home Service LLP, a unique
and innovative partnership with
Penny Lane Builders Limited,
responsible for delivering
repairs & maintenance services.

Since the transfer, we have
transformed our organisation
into a group structure which
delivers more than just traditional
landlord functions. The SLH Group

SLH Projects Limited is a company
which designs and builds
development projects and has
been dormant in the last year and
has yet to commence trading.

is the collective term for the
association of organisations of
South Liverpool Homes Limited,
SLH Regeneration Limited, SLH
Home Service LLP, and SLH
Projects Limited.
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Making
South
Liverpool
the place
to be
SLH’s mission is to make South
Liverpool the place to be. To deliver
this we have set five key corporate
objectives called our Every’s which
are the strategic drivers for all of
our activity.

Making South Liverpool the place to be
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Every
customer
happy
Every
person
positive

Every
penny
counts

The
Every's

Every
place
perfect

Every
opportunity
taken
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Making South Liverpool the place to be

The mission and the
Every’s are underpinned by a
comprehensive and strategic
approach to running the business
effectively to meet the objectives
set out in our corporate plan, Our
Journey to 2022, a seven-year
plan containing some ambitious
plans for the future.

Predominately the changes
we made were around our
ability to deliver social investment
activities. Our Board were keen
to continue to deliver services
which would have large scale
impact on our customers and
would support them to navigate
the further welfare cuts many
of them are subject to.

Shortly after Our Journey
was launched, the operating
environment changed following
the election of a majority
Conservative Government. The
ensuing 2015 Summer Budget
and Autumn 2015 Statement
had far reaching consequences
on both SLH and our customers.
A four year 1% rent cut and
extension of the Right to Buy
to all social housing tenants
were game changing and meant
that Our Journey and our
business plan were revised to
address the loss of income
which equated to £90m over
the thirty-year business plan.

Whilst instigating change as a
result of the announcements,
we still have a strong business
plan which enables to run both
landlord and non-core services.
We have made a conscious
decision to be more than just a
landlord and whilst we continue
to deliver efficiencies and review
our operating model, we
recognise our costs may be
higher than others who choose
only to act as a landlord.
Our Board has agreed that we
shall continue to develop and
further support a range of home
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ownership products whilst
also considering opportunities
outside of our core areas to
cross subsidise or offer in South
Liverpool. We also continue
to leverage private sector
investment to regenerate some
key sites and commercial areas
in Speke and Garston which are
pivotal to the local economy
and the success of the area.
We are confident that through
our capacity we will deliver our
corporate objectives, however
our Board has confirmed it is
willing to consider strategic
alliances which will complement
and enhance the work we do in
South Liverpool.

Whilst in many ways 2015/16
was challenging for us and our
customers, we firmly believe that
the performance of the business,
work undertaken and efficiency
gains made, mean we are in
control of our destiny and can
continue to make great things
happen for South Liverpool.
Throughout this self-assessment
we give clarity about our costs
and the decisions made about
the services we deliver. It also
shows that we continue to
identify ways to reduce the cost
of running our business so that
we can reinvest in services,
regeneration and new homes.
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What does value for money mean to us?
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What does value
for money mean to us?
Value for money (VFM) is
about delivering our corporate
objectives in the most cost
effective way possible. It
means that we will run the
business well to deliver the
things that we need to do.
We believe that VFM is not always
about doing things cheaply. It is
about striking the right balance
between relatively low costs,
high productivity and successful

outcomes. So for example, we
know some of the services we
deliver are not always low cost
compared to similar organisations
or indeed are services delivered
by other landlords. But what
we will have done in delivering
these services is make informed
decisions based upon the needs
of our customers and our
business which are then kept
under review to ensure they
continue to be needed, efficient
and effective.

• Logging any savings on
CostGo, our efficiency register

VFM is embedded throughout
our business, all our colleagues
contribute to VFM by:

SLH has developed a model set
of targets linked to the Every’s
which are included in annual

• Putting forward ideas for
improvement through our
colleague suggestion
scheme, Box Clever
• Completing annual service
area self-assessments
• Formulating zero based
budgets and actively
contributing to service reviews

performance and development
reviews, with performance
against these measured monthly.
One of these targets is identifying
how each colleague contributes
to the annual efficiency target.
Model objectives for all
colleagues have become an
integral part of our Performance
Management Framework which
has resulted in improved
business performance.
Our approach to VFM is a
continuous journey which
has and continues to deliver
efficiency savings enabling
us to run our business
effectively and support
the delivery of our mission.
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Knowing our costs
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Knowing our costs
Comparing with others is
an integral part of managing
our performance.
Comparisons are primarily
made using HouseMark and
the HCA Global accounts. We
compare ourselves with North
West organisations of a similar
size or that operate in similar
geographical area so will
experience the same issues
such as deprivation, crime
and worklessness. The group
(our peers) is detailed further
in appendix A.

Information against our peers
is pulled together and divided
into four sections which are
called ‘quartiles’.

Upper quartile

Median

Lower

top performers

mid-range performers

bottom performers
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Every
Customer
Happy

90%

47.2*

898

179

£1million

93%

overall satisfaction
with landlord
services

net promoter score
against housing
sector average
of -11

customers benefiting from
cheaper electricity through
photo voltaic (PV) panels

Our aim:
customers who are engaged,
responsible, empowered and
delighted with the services
we provide
How we did:
2015/16 performance
against this aim

customers benefitted from
tenancy support service

*The net promoter score (NPS)
helps gauge customer loyalty and
acts as an alternative to traditional
customer satisfaction research. It is
a cross sector measurement that
helps SLH test our services against
all different sectors.

additional income secured
for customers through welfare
advice, affordable living and
discretionary housing
benefit payments

contacts called back
within 1 working day
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Every Customer Happy

We believe that we are on the
road to delivering Every customer
happy. We have high levels
of customer satisfaction and
continue to provide high quality
services that meet the needs
of our customers.

Tenancy sustainability has been
a key focus for us in 2015/16.
Compliant customers remaining
in our homes is a key sign they
are happy with us as a landlord
and their neighbourhood but is
also an efficient way of managing
our business, it reduces the cost
for us of reacting to issues such
as empty homes and anti-social
behaviour. There are also much
wider neighbourhood implications
of stable communities which
encourages economic growth
and stability. We believe there
are many elements to tenancy
sustainability but here are the
key factors which supported an
improvement in tenancy turnover
from 7.3% the previous year to
7.1% in 2015/16, top quartile
performance amongst our
peers is 8.3%.

Following on from our customer
satisfaction survey in 2014
we knew that behaviour and
doing what we say we will is
really important to customers.
So, in 2015/16 we delivered a
customer care campaign aimed
at supporting colleagues on the
journey of customer excellence
ensuring that we meet our aim
of Every customer happy. We will
test the outcomes of this when
we complete our bi-annual survey
again in 2016.
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As well as compliance being
a critical aspect of this Every,
so is our long term strategy to
reduce landlord reliance and
avoidable contact. We delayed
our approach to digital inclusion
and launched ‘Digital Now’ in April
2016. The aim of this project
is to increase channel choice
and digital inclusivity amongst
our customers with the benefit
of reducing customer contact
costs by £20k per year from April
2017. In 2015/16 there was
a 22% increase in the number
of customers using our online
services however we know this
could be improved, there was
also a reduction in the amount
of contacts that we dealt with.

For us reducing contact costs is
not just about pushing customers
down a digital route. We have
been working hard to identify
the reasons why customers
contact us and in particular
why certain customers contact
us more often than others.
This has helped us to establish
interventions which has reduced
avoidable contact. In tandem
with this and in keeping with
the ‘doing what we say we will’
theme, we have also improved
our call back performance. This
measure was introduced because
we know customers want us to
keep promises so we track the
% of contacts which require a
call back that we hit target with.
In 2015/16 93% of contacts
were called back on target, as
well as the positive impact upon
customer satisfaction this results
in a cost savings of approximately
£2716k per year in additional
inbound contacts being made by
customers chasing call back.
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Every Customer Happy
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We Spent £137k on welfare
advice and affordable living
services which generated over
£900k for customers
The PV programme installed
panels to 898 homes, a £300k
procurement saving was also
achieved. Customers will save
between £120 and £250 annually
on energy bills. 833 tonnes of CO2
emissions per year for the next
24 years will be avoided. A net
income over the next 24 years
of £3.389m achieved

The Tenancy Support service
contributed to the NHS’ 2015/16
Outcomes Framework:
Health &
wellbeing

Affordable
living
Green
initiatives

Tenancy
Compliance

Welfare
advice

Tenancy
Support

7.1% tenancy turnover

• Enhancing Quality of Life for
people with long term conditions
– 90% of service users had a
long term condition and were
supported to live independently
and access appropriate advice
and support
• Helping People to recover
from episodes of ill health or
following injury – 85% of service
users were supported to recover
from existing conditions and not
readmitted into hospital
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Every Customer Happy
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2015/16

2014/15

SLH total cost per
property (CPP) 2015/16

2012/13

Total Housing
management
(*all figures combined
plus lettings &
anti-social behaviour)

£591

£488

£554

£543

2%
decrease

£392

Tenancy management

£74

£46

£70

£94

34%
increase

£73

Rent arrears*

£231

£234

£269

£251

7%
decrease

£137

Resident involvement*

£39

£40

£49

£41

16%
decrease

£35

CPP

2013/14
Quartile

CPP

Quartile

The above table shows that total costs have decreased by 2% in
the past 12 months. Significant differences are highlighted in rent
arrears and tenancy management which are attributed to working
practices rather than cost savings. Resident involvement costs
reduced slightly and will further reduce in 2016/17 due to agreed
service changes following the rent cut.
Compared to 2012/13 costs have reduced, a reduction was felt
in 2014/15 however resources were increased following the
pressures of welfare reform. This can be seen with rent arrears
costs however the collection rate compared to the cost increase
is negligible. SLH has continued to perform well in reducing arrears
at a time of economic and welfare hardship.

CPP

Quartile

CPP

Quartile

CPP Upper
Position
compared Quartile
to last year

Future plans:
Our plans for 2016/17 include:
• Implementing learning from 2016 bi-annual customer survey
• Launching our new customer profiling software which will increase
the quality of data we have about our customers enhancing our
decision making processes
• Delivering ‘Digital Now’ our channel choice programme which we
anticipate will reduce customer contact costs by £20k per year
from April 2017
• Revising our approach to engaging with customers which will
be led by our customer Scrutiny Panel
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Every
Place
Perfect
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88%

100%

13

£45k

87

£15m

satisfaction with the
neighbourhood as a place to live

landlord gas safety certificates

days on average to
relet an empty home

Our aim:
to create thriving places where
people choose to live and stay
How we did:
2015/16 performance
against this aim

average net present value of our
homes, £166m value of all homes

£

new homes acquired through
a small transfer from another
housing association

additional capacity generated
following stock investment
re-profiling
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Every Place Perfect
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Return on Assets
Our homes are our biggest assets and where we spend most of our
money on so it’s important that we spend in an intelligent way so that
they continue to be homes people want to live in whilst also generating
positive returns on investment. Our investment in our homes has paid
off: we are letting them quicker, have high satisfaction levels and have
homes that are energy efficient. Our existing portfolio of homes is
complemented by both our development programme
and acquisitions.
We know that whilst we have greatly improved our neighbourhoods
and our assets, that we still have work to do. This is why we have
introduced software which helps us to identify homes which are
generating the lowest Net Present Value (NPV) for SLH. In basic
terms this software helps to show which homes SLH generate
a profit on versus those that either generate lower profit levels
or none at all. All of SLH’s home generate a positive NPV.
Last year, we identified one bedroom flats as being a cause for concern.
This year we have put into place an operational delivery plan which
reallocates resources to the way we manage one bedroom homes.
As well as identifying lower performing homes, we also used stock
profiling to complete an annual stock investment review which has
led to an additional £15m of capacity released within the business
plan for potential asset growth and regeneration activity through
new supply of homes.

2015/16

SLH result
2013/2014

SLH result
2014/15

% satisfaction with
the overall quality
of home

83.9%

86.9%

86.9%

90%

% of homes that
are decent

100%

100%

100%

100%

Average SAP rating

72.3

71

71

72

% of homes with
a valid gas safety
certificate

100%

100%

100%

100%

Average days
to let homes

18

18

13.39

20.50

SLH result

SLH positon

Upper
quartile
result
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Every Place Perfect
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The table below sets out the costs for delivering Every place perfect using HouseMark data:

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

SLH cost per
property (CPP)
2015/16

CPP

Responsive
repairs & voids

£716

£1043

£794

Major works
& cyclical

£1124

£1083

Estate services

£140

Anti-social
behaviour*

Lettings*

CPP

CPP

2015/16
CPP

Position
compared
to last
year

CPP
Upper
Quartile

£810

2%
increase

£772

£1195

£1306

9%
increase

£1174

£128

£135

£170

25%
increase

£136

£122

£101

£101

£78

23%
decrease

£57

£85

£49

£64

£79

23%
increase

£67

Quartile

Quartile

Quartile

Quartile
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Every Place Perfect

Responsive repairs and
void costs have increased in line
with business plan assumptions,
whilst remaining in upper quartile
we know that empty home costs
are much higher than our peers;
costs per average repair are lower
than the top quartile performance
whilst empty homes are higher
than the lower quartile amount.
Empty home costs (i.e. voids)
have come down over the past
three years, the investment has
helped us to improve tenancy
sustainability, reduce and
minimise void rent loss and
helped to significantly grow
demand for our homes over the
last few years but we know the
costs are still high and need to
come down further. Reducing

these costs is a priority for us in
2016/17 with some alternative
delivery methods being reviewed
to address this. Responsive
repairs remain upper quartile with
average repair costs per home
£12 cheaper than top quartile
performance, performance is
relatively strong in this area with
day to day satisfaction with the
service in 2015/16 96%.
The driver behind the increase in
major and cyclical works cost is
the investment in managing all
aspects of asset management
compliance. This has included
commissioning a number of
independent compliance reviews
covering gas safety, fire safety,
legionella and electrical safety.
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Whilst the reviews reaffirmed our
strength in ensuring compliance,
we have implemented a number
of changes including introducing
new compliance systems, reprocuring a number of supply
chains and restructuring the
Property Services team. These
changes have improved the
robustness of our approach to
ensuring 100% compliance in such
areas, as well as generated £113k
in annual procurement savings
and will during 2016 realise £17k
in management cost savings,
following the introduction of cost
reductions and new systems.
An initial increase in compliance
testing is predicted for 2016/17
with the introduction of new
testing areas.

Anti-social behaviour costs
decreased as reported they
would in last year’s assessment.
Although they still remain lower
quartile, SLH believe this service
offers value whilst still ensuring
we respond effectively to the
challenges and community safety
service our customers have told
us they want and value. In short
we and our customers see this
service as necessary and core to
the long term sustainability of our
homes across Speke and Garston.
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Every Place Perfect

Making Every
place perfect
In 2015/16 we targeted a number of key areas around high
users and low users of our repairs & maintenance services to
help shape and support our programmes. This included visiting
all customer’s that have not used our repairs service in the
last 12 months as well as those that have refused past offers
of planned investment such as. kitchens, bathrooms, rewires,
boilers. This helps us manage the service more efficiently and
help reduce future empty home costs. A big attribute to empty
home costs are through works that have previously been refused
by customers or where we have not completed repairs for a
number of years. These are the homes where we have also
started to target stock condition surveys.
As part of our planned approach, our Scrutiny Panel reviewed the
volume of repeat kitchen repairs we receive and the number of
complaints received where we have not replaced whole kitchens
and completed repair jobs. The Board approved a number of
operational improvements suggested by the panel and work is
underway to deliver the recommendations which is hoped will
reduce the volume of repeat requests.
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26 homes had major adaptation works carried
out with a total investment of £147k which
excludes £30k saving received through disabled
facilities grant payments. Carrying out works
of this nature support customers to stay in
their homes, 65% of adaptations were for older
people therefore supporting the NHS Outcomes
Framework 2015/16 - ‘Helping people to recover
from episodes of ill health or following injury
by helping older people to recover their
independence after illness or injury
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Every Place Perfect

Growing &
Developing
for the future

In 2016, with the support of
the HCA’s Affordable Homes
Programme 2015-2018, we
will complete 23 new homes for
affordable rent in Garston, with a
total scheme cost of £2.9m. The
major redevelopment of the local
centre in Speke, known as The
Crescent, has begun which
will deliver 28 new homes for
affordable rent and two retail
units for the existing commercial
tenants. The £3.5m development
is eagerly anticipated by residents
who see this as an area much in
need of investment. The net
development costs of £4.5m
will be funded from operating
cash flow.

SLH has continued to grow
our asset base through stock
acquisition and building new
homes in our neighbourhoods,
as well and contributing to and
supporting partnerships which
provide new homes for sale.
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Further work has taken place
with Liverpool City Council (LCC)
to establish a mixed tenure
development partnership with
a private developer, which could
deliver up to 350 new homes in
Speke over the next eight years.
This partnership will hopefully be
formalised in 2016 and will see a
much needed new homes for sale
offer created on three vacant
brownfield sites, whilst presenting
opportunity for SLH through ‘rent
to buy’ and shared ownership
products, offering a
complementary but alternative
route to home ownership.
Work has also progressed on
the development of a housing
led regeneration project at South
Parade, central Speke, with the
potential of up to 120 new homes.
With the support of LCC and other

local stakeholders, SLH has
commenced site assembly work
and purchased a number of sites
– total costs so far = £0.4m - and
will submit an expression of
interest for this project to the
Department of Communities and
Local Government, through the
Estate Regeneration Programme.
The above activity continues
to evidence SLH’s ongoing
commitment to increasing the
supply of affordable homes for
both rent and sale, something
which we believe is essential to
the long term sustainability of
SLH and the communities in
which we work and will form part
of SLH’s programme bid to the
HCA in September 2016.
Our approach to growth is
not limited to development, in
November 2015 we completed
the acquisition of 87 homes in
Garston from The Riverside Group
for £2.9m. This was completed
with the support of the tenants
involved and without the need
for SLH to increase any
management resource.
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Every Place Perfect
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Neighbourhoods of choice
Our commitment is to deliver
homes that people choose to
live in. We have prioritised this in
the past four years, working hard
to make our homes a choice for
people and ensuring our waiting
list is sustainable through our
Think South Liverpool campaign.
Our development programme has
been aligned to this, ensuring we
are not developing ‘like for like’
stock in an area, we have worked
to ensure that there is an effective
balance of homes whilst facilitating
a supply of different tenures.
We have started to see
the fruition of this work:
• Lettings costs increased
marginally and remain below
the upper quartile level,
with performance significantly
increasing in a number of areas

• Rent lost through empty
homes continues to reduce from
0.72% in 2013/14 to 0.46% in
2015/16 (0.26% improvement
equals £47k) upper quartile
performance is 0.71%. This
shows that we continue to work
hard to reduce wasted money
through homes standing empty
which also has a detrimental
impact on our neighbourhoods
• 43% increase in housing
applications compared
to March 2015
• It is estimated that the
improvement in re-let days
from 19 to 13 days resulted in
an estimated increase in income
of £19k – SLH start tenancies on
any day of the week following
a change to our tenancy
agreements

• 90% of tenancies last over
two years reducing the churn
of homes and associated void
and lettings costs
• Promoted mutual exchanges
as an alternative to rehousing,
10 were completed this year,
saving an estimated £35k against
average empty home costs
• Invested £22k in marketing
costs to reduce the impact
of empty homes
• A tailored approach of matching
the right person to their desired
home has reduced refusal rates
by 6%. 76% of our homes are
now let at first offer compared
to 70% the previous year, upper
quartile performance is 72%

Future plans:
Our plans for 2016/17 include:
• Increase mutual exchanges
• Developing our offer to private
landlords to generate an income
stream whilst contributing to
sustainable and well managed
neighbourhoods, we predict
£10k profit per year on this
project if successful
• Agree a development
strategy which will consider
continuing with affordable homes
programmes and diversifying
further into the sales market
following the success of our
first shared ownership product
• Review approach to empty
home management – target
is to reduce costs by 15% per
empty home. The results/savings
will be realised in 2017/18
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Every
Opportunity
Taken
Our aim:
to proactively achieve more
with others
How we did:
2015/16 performance
against this aim

184

people were helped through
SLH Employability Offer
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£198k £187k
external income generated
against a target of £50k

profit generated by
commercial subsidiaries
against a target of £66k

Wealth creation and retention
through enterprising partnerships
SLH Regeneration (SLHR) delivered
£34k profit for SLH in 2015/16.
This profit was reinvested back
into the business as part of the
investment in the PV solar panels
in 2015/16. SLH’s share of SLH
Home Service’s profit was £153k
and demonstrates the delivery of
an efficient and effective service,
they deliver the highest volume of
works for SLH but do so at an
extremely competitive price
supported by high performance as
demonstrated in Every place
perfect. The additional benefits of
the joint partnership is the blend
between commerciality and social
purpose, as well as 25% of the
workforce living in SLH

neighbourhoods and support for
the local supply chain, all of which
are essential ingredients
in supporting the local economy.
The work of SLHR has started
to evolve. As well as being
home to SLH Home Service,
SLHR delivered the PV programme
on behalf of the SLH Group with
a £2.7m loan from SLH. SLH’s
refinancing programme allows
greater flexibility for increased
investment (up to £5million)
to group subsidiaries and on
lending of this nature provides
more efficient and controlled
investment opportunities
for SLH.

SLHR Board is keen to further
explore opportunities within both
existing and new markets. A
Head of Business Development
and Commercial Services was
appointed in Spring 2016 which
will be supported by a revised
business plan and growth targets.
SLH Board continue to review key
strategic risks relating to SLHR
which is supported by SLH’s ability
to exercise ultimate control of
SLHR through being a wholly
owned subsidiary. The SLH Board
regularly reviews SLHR’s financial
and operation performance and
approves its annual budget and
corporate plan.
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Every Opportunity Taken

SLH has also been keen this
year to explore partnerships
that add value to our business,
these have included:

Wealth creation and retention through
education, employment and development

• Extending our contract with
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
to provide grounds maintenance
services until April 2018
(contract value £40k per year)

SLH’s Employment Gateway
continues to offer opportunity
and bring people closer to the job
market. Some of the activities
delivered through 2015/16
included:

• Working with a local training
provide; 44 Local people have
completed training in warehouse
and logistics with 18 students
securing employment with B&M
warehouse in Speke

• An eight-week programme
designed to give SLH customers
the necessary skills and training
to create a healthier lifestyle for
themselves and their families

• 16 young people with additional
needs completed volunteering
and creative studies training

• Working with other
providers to discuss options
for either shared services or
competitively tendering for
delivery of their services
• Completing an 87
home acquisition

• Vocational training
• 12 opportunities created by
working in partnership with
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
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The investment into the gateway
meant that each opportunity cost
£493, an additional £15k was
secured from external funding.
Whilst we know our current offer
works, it is limited and small in
scale. In Summer 2016, we will
launch ‘Reach’ an employment
hub which will bring together all

employers and providers in the
area to ensure resources are not
duplicated and opportunities for
those living in Speke Garston are
maximised. The Reach will launch
initially within SLH, with the long
term aim of it becoming a
standalone, sustainable entity.
This new approach will increase
SLH’s investment however SLH
expect to increase the volume
of opportunities created whilst
reducing the opportunity cost.
We will also be launching our
Community Shop in Summer 2016.
This idea was generated from our
colleagues who saw an opportunity
for SLH to support those most in
need by providing affordable food
and household products..
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Every Opportunity Taken

Social investment
SLH has been using the HACT Value
Insight model for calculating social
value. Due to our reduced social
investment capacity and a review of
contacts, SLH has decided not to use
this tool moving forward. The impact
of our investment across the Every’s
is now reviewed considering impact on
local economy, conserving job creation,
supply chain as well as impact on public
services – as demonstrated through
contribution to NHS outcomes.

Future plans:
Our plans for 2016/17 include:
• Delivering and evaluating year one
of SLH’s new employment offer
• Supporting SLHR to develop its revised
business strategy, delivering £100k of
additional annual income
• Grow current external contracts
and identify business development
opportunities
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Every
Penny
Counts

£798k 25%
annual savings against
a target of £300k

Our aim:
a financially strong, well run
and viable social business
How we did:
2015/16 performance
against this aim

4.8%

reduction in total costs
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£3360

%

operating margin against
a target of 15%

2.8%

current tenant arrears against
a target of 2.27%

total cost per home we manage

£

G1 V1
rating from our regulator
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Making Every
penny count
Every penny counts ensures that
we do the things that we need to
do in a focused, financially viable
and controlled way. We continue
to build on that foundation and
continue towards a sustainable
approach to value and viability
which ensures that the social
element of our business is
delivered effectively. The aim of
Every penny counts will lead to
savings which continue to be
diverted into our social investment
activity, new development and
supporting our customers to
continue to be tenancy compliant.
SLH achieved £798k ongoing
savings in 2015/16, here’s the
split of how these savings were
made and reinvested:

Every Penny Counts
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Type of saving

Where savings
were reinvested

Effective neighbourhood
& tenancy management

Process
improvement

ICT

Housing stock –
improvement programme

External Funding

Procurement

Responsive
Repairs

	Investment in new
homes and reserves

£29,786.00
£112,651.00

£76,036.00

£55,288.00

£59,426.00

£660,892.00

£579,206.00

£22,073.00

• £1.1m management savings
- £600k through core landlord
services and £410k through
social investment activity –
these savings included removing
spend from Neighbourhood
Engagement, Community
Resilience and Health & Wellbeing

Other social housing costs
CPU (£K)

• Land banking in South Liverpool
would continue to be pursued

Major repairs
CPU (£K)

• Two key projects would continue
– redevelopment of The Crescent
and the PV programme

The table below details costs from 2014/15 along with 2015/16
and our predicted costs for 2016/17:

Maintenance
CPU (£K)

• Prioritising services which are
directly impacting on the financial
wellbeing of SLH customers

Service Charge
CPU (£K)

In 2016/17 we will make £1.4m
savings, predominately savings
made following the announcement
of the imposed 1% rent cut. SLH
was in the process of completing
a refinancing programme when the
announcement was made which
we continued with after identifying
that we would still have the ability
to repay the loans, but would
need to make savings in order to
accommodate the loss in income.
Our Board considered a number of
options and agreed the following:
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Management
CPU (£K)

Every Penny Counts

Headline social housing
CPU (£K)
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Sector Median (CPU)

3.29

0.95

0.36

0.98

0.8

0.2

Peer Group (CPU)

3.62

1.02

0.22

1.06

1.14

0.18

SLH 2014/15

3.36

1.44

0.16

1.02

0.67

0.07

2014/15 restated*

3.31

1.33

0.15

1.02

0.67

0.15

• SLH’s cost per unit is in
the median range

2015/16

3.5

1.41

0.12

1.01

0.79

0.22

2016/17*

3.4

1.29

0.1

1.19

0.63

0.13

• Our major repair costs are lower
quartile which is a sign of the
considerable investment SLH has
already made in our homes

*restated to take into account FRS102 a new financial reporting standard

• Continued investment in homes
in line with stock condition survey
The HCA wrote to all housing
providers in June 2016 to ask
providers to note that whilst real
term reductions in social housing
costs have been achieved, there
remains a wide variation in costs
across the sector. The analysis with
the HCA’s median costs and those
of the peer group we regularly
compare with shows that:

• Other social housing costs and
service charge costs are lower
than the bottom quartile

Cost Per
Unit (CPU)

South Liverpool
Homes Limited
Selected
Peer Group
Median - by
components

£-

£500

£1000

£1500

£2000

£2500

Other SLH Costs CPU

Major repairs CPU

Service Charge CPU

Management CPU

£3000

£3500

£4000

Maintenance CPU
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There are two areas where
our costs are higher which are
explained in more detail below:
• Management costs – the
global accounts data condense
management costs into one
category as opposed to
HouseMark who split costs
out across services. Results
for 2015/16 show costs have
increased marginally which
is predominately due to
restructuring with 2016/17
showing reductions. Our
costs are higher than similar
associations as we have made
conscious decisions to invest
in services which enhance
sustainability and build resilience
of our customers such as
tenancy support, welfare
benefits, affordable living,
employability and community
safety. We also continue to
invest in technology to support
our business to embrace a digital
culture which is being rolled out
to customers. We recognise
that we are a community based
organisation and do more in

Every Penny Counts
our neighbourhoods as a key
stakeholder than perhaps other
landlords choose to do. We are
more than just a landlord and
are in Speke and Garston for
the long run. To move towards
the banding of lower cost
organisations, we would have
to save around £1.3m which
would severely impact on our
ability to meet our business
objectives. Our Board is clear
on this issue and understand
the decisions we have made
to invest in services which
contribute to making South
Liverpool the place to be but
inevitably lead to higher costs
• Maintenance costs – Every place
perfect discusses in more detail
why our maintenance costs are
slightly higher, predominantly this
is caused by high empty home
costs. Whilst we have made
savings here in the last two years,
we know we need to reduce
these further and have detailed
previously how we plan to do this
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Every Penny Counts
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Collecting Every penny
Current tenant
arrears %
(HouseMark)

Current tenant
arrears –
after taking
into account HB

2012/13

Result

4.6%

4.39%

Upper
Quartile

2.46%

2.46%

2013/14

The table adjacent gives an
overview of SLH performance
compared to our peers. The first
set of results is HouseMark data
which is run at the end of the
financial year. The second set is
SLH data taken at year end
housing benefit ‘best week’.
This gives a truer reflection of
performance as it states arrears
after the largest housing benefit
(HB) payment in the month
has been paid:

Income
collection
indicators

Result

4.02%

3.55%

Upper
Quartile

2.62%

2.62%

2014/15

UC. A strong focus on income
maximisation continues and
targeted work on higher arrears
cases is paying off with consistent
payments now received.

Result

3.23%

2.86%

Upper
Quartile

2.34%

2.34%

2015/16

SLH continue to improve our rent
collection process, taking a firm
but fair approach to collection
and offering advice and support
to customers struggling to make
their rent payments. This
performance continues despite
the tough economic backdrop
and the increasing welfare
reforms. It is fair to say that the
climate of collecting rent has
become more difficult particularly
with the increase in the number
of cases of Universal Credit (UC)
and with the increase in tenants
on low incomes who find it
difficult to maintain payments.
SLH has identified that UC
claimants have a higher level
of debt once they switch to

Result

4.04%

2.8%

Upper
Quartile

1.04%

1.04%
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Every Penny Counts

We don’t predict the climate becoming easier for customers or for
ourselves in collecting rent. Our targets for 2016/17 have been
developed taking account of:
• A lower rent debit due
to the rent cut
• More tenants, in particular new
tenants, moving to UC

• Former tenant write offs are
predicted to reduce as majority
of historical debts have now
been responded to
• An increase in court costs
coupled with a predicted
increase in the number of
cases going to court is
considered within
total arrears

Despite these factors challenging targets have been set and SLH
remain committed to providing advice and support to customers in
a variety of ways to facilitate rent payment and tenancy compliance.
SLH has worked hard over the past years to reduce arrears at transfer
which stood at 13.8% in 1999.
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Every Penny Counts

Making Every penny count
in the future
Through the Every Penny Counts strategy, we set some
challenging targets, here’s how we performed in the first year:
2022 targets

Achieved

4% reduction in
total operating
costs
95% of customers
satisfied with our
overall services

£2.1m total
efficiency savings
– annual targets
of £300k

Actual performance
2015/16 (year 1)
4.8% reduction in
total operating costs

On Track

Progress will be tested
in Summer 2016; we
expect to know the
results in Autumn
2016. Our seasonal
target is 93%
£798k savings achieved
in year 1achieved

These targets provide SLH with a clear opportunity to continue
to deliver efficiency savings whilst delivering services that are
essential to the success of SLH, neighbourhood sustainability
and our customers.
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Governance
Excellent governance is about the framework in which our Board and its
committee structures lead, direct, control, scrutinise and evaluate the
work that we do. The HCA is placing an ever increasing premium on good
governance, and expects a high standard of compliance with a wide range
of regulatory and statutory requirements.
The housing sector is a moving feast and we have seen quite a few ‘near
misses’ or significant issues within housing associations over the past few
years. Each and every one of these relates back to governance, and the
strength of the control environment operated by the Board in question.
This is why Every Penny Counts is also designed to support SLH to continue
to have a robust and responsive approach to governance.
SLH continue to have the top ratings from the HCA for governance and
viability – these are important ratings to signal to our stakeholders, funders
and current and prospective partners that we are a viable, responsible and
well managed business. This is all supported by:
• A comprehensive approach to risk management
• A strong approach to governance following an independent audit in 2014
• A skills based Board with our skills matrix updated annually. The skills matrix
ensures that Board skills represent the business and environment we work in.
An annual appraisal programme is in place to assess member performance
and to complete a skills audit

VFM self-assessment 2015/16
Future plans:
Our plans for 2016/17 include:
•A
 greeing our revised Every
Penny Counts strategy
•C
 ompleting an annual
independent analysis of our
Financial Forecast Return
•P
 reparing for the
recruitment of a
new Chair in 2018
•P
 reparing for an
independent governance
review in 2017/18
•C
 ompleting a
procurement exercise
for our insurance services

Every Penny Counts
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Every
Person
Positive
Our Aim:
colleagues who are
engaged, empowered and
deliver excellent services
How we did:
2015/16 performance
against this aim

No. 1

UK not for profit company
to work for in The Sunday
Times Best Companies list
for third year running

Achieved Wellbeing
Charter accreditation

1st
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94%

91%

Best practice case study
in the CIPD Absence
Management Survey 2015

Highly commended in the
HR Excellence Awards for
Best Health and Wellbeing
Initiative

of colleagues believe
that they can make a
valuable contribution
to SLH’s success

feel that they have
a good work/life balance
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Every Person Positive

In 2016, our commitment to
colleague engagement resulted
in our retaining the number one
position in the Sunday Times
Top 100 Best Not for Profit
Organisations to Work For list
for the third year. We also
retained our Best Companies
three star rating an accreditation
only given only to extraordinary
organisations and in the case of
SLH for the fourth year running.
This result coincided with strong
financial performance, coupled
with increasing customer
satisfaction and positive
operational performance.

Personal Development
Our colleagues believe that we
are an extraordinary employer
but we can do more. Whilst we
continued to create and sustain
a happy and healthy workforce
with our wellbeing programme,
our focus through 2015/16 has
been personal development and
in particular career development
for our aspiring colleagues. We
know that as a relatively small
organisation, we have limited
promotion opportunities, but
it’s important that we support
colleagues to maximise potential
and performance in their current
role whilst preparing them to
meet their future goals and
our future business needs.
With this in mind we developed
and implemented the Accelerate
colleague development
programme to support
colleague’s career
development and enhance
their business acumen.

Best Practice
Our approach to people
management continues to
be recognised as best practice
both in and outside the sector
with senior representatives from
the organisation accepting
invitations from organisations
such as the CIPD to be keynote
speakers at employee engagement
and wellbeing events around the
country. We also facilitate visits
from other housing associations
who want to know more about
our journey.
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We also further developed our
managers by delivering training
that ensured they were mindful
of their own leadership styles and
equipped with the right
emotional intelligence tools
to motivate and energise
their teams.
Other initiatives we have
implemented to reinforce our
position included:
• Appointing a Health and Safety
Manager who has strengthened
our approach to health, safety
and wellbeing across the group
• Implementing change
management processes as
a result of agreed business
changes following the rent cut
• Proactively managing
absenteeism - the total number
of days lost due to sickness in the
year was 630 of which 74% was
classed as long term and 26%
short term. This equates to an
average of 7.8 working days lost
which is below the housing sector
average of 8.2 days

Our approach to people is not
just impacting on the quality of
services to customers, it’s
helping us increase opportunities
for local people in line with our
employment offer, we created
ten apprentice and five work
placements opportunities in
2015/16 and across the group
here’s how many local people
were employed:
• SLH = 22 staff (23%),
SLH Home Service = 13 staff
(23%) and SLHR = 10 staff (91%)
Future plans:
Our plans for 2016/17 include:
• Rolling out year two of
our Accelerate Colleague
Development Programme
• Providing resilience training
for all front line colleagues
• Reporting on colleague wellbeing
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Meeting the standard
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Meeting the standard
SLH is confident that through
this self-assessment, we have
demonstrated how we meet the
HCA’s VFM standard. However
the table below gives a further
overview against the specific
standards of how we comply.

VFM standard
requirement

SLH’s statement of compliance 2015/16

A robust approach
to making decisions
on the use of
resources to deliver
the provider’s
objectives, including
an understanding of
the trade-offs and
opportunity costs
of its decisions

SLH’s corporate plan Our Journey to 2022 was developed through a comprehensive
corporate planning process involving Board, stakeholders, customers and colleagues.
This process, aligned to refinancing, allowed clear decisions to be made about plans
for the future against resources required and available. In addition to decision making
through the corporate plan, Board is responsible for approving:
• A 30-year business plan
• The annual budget which includes zero based budgeting and clearly
links use of resources with meeting key objectives
• Stock rationalisation
• Annual performance targets and the Performance Management Framework
In 2015/16, one year into the new corporate plan, Board revisited our aspirations
and resources available to deliver these through a series of away days following
the imposed rent cut. Board ultimately agreed the savings that needed to be
made and ensured SLH’s continued viability.
The most significant resources SLH incur are through the delivery of stock reinvestment and building new homes. SLH has specific tools and mechanisms which
enable opportunity costs to be considered and decision making to be documented
based on evidenced financial performance. These include:
• An appraisal model for new developments and remodelling of existing schemes
• An asset management matrix which assesses performance of all rented stock
at a scheme level and on a unit basis enabling decision to be made which
maximise returns on stock
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Meeting the standard
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Meeting the standard
VFM standard requirement

SLH’s statement of compliance 2015/16

Understand the return on its assets,
and have a strategy for optimising the
future returns on assets – including
rigorous appraisal of all potential options
for improving value for money including
the potential benefits in alternative
delivery models - measured against the
organisation’s purpose and objectives

SLH has a methodology which explains the calculation of return on assets using stock profiler software,
which enables SLH to take informed and active asset management decisions regarding development
and acquisition, future investment, disposal or remodelling / conversion

Have performance management and
scrutiny functions which are effective
at driving and delivering improved value
for money performance

• SLH reports key performance and satisfaction information to Board quarterly, under each of the
Every’s. This information shows areas of deterioration or concern which are to be considered for review
• Benchmarking is undertaken using HouseMark, HCA Global Accounts and peer reviews
• A peer group of comparator organisations, approved by Board, is used to benchmark performance
• Scrutiny Panel’s review of performance is effective at driving improved performance and value
• A review of Scrutiny Panel to ensure it continues to evolve, provide value and effective scrutiny began
in April 2016
• Full financial management information is provided to Board quarterly
• Audit & Risk Committee oversee the implementation and outcomes from the external and internal
audit programmes
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Meeting the standard

Meeting the standard
VFM standard requirement

SLH’s statement of compliance 2015/16

Understand the costs and outcomes of
delivering specific services and which
underlying factors influence these costs
and how they do so

The self-assessment shows SLH understand our cost drivers
and the impacts of those across the organisation:
• Actual costs compared with our peers are explored in Knowing our Costs
• Our current savings are detailed in the self-assessment by corporate objective, showing
one off and recurrent savings
• Future investment and improvement areas are detailed under each Every
• For 2015/16 savings totalling £0.8m have been made, representing 4.1% of the turnover

Publish a robust self-assessment which
sets out in a way that is transparent and
accessible to stakeholders how they are
achieving value for money in delivering
their purpose and objectives

Our Value for Money Self-Assessment is developed with our Board, reviewed
by our Scrutiny Panel and published annually on our website
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Delivering from last year

Delivering from last year
What we planned to do

Did we do it?

What we did

Complete a procurement exercise
on the internal audit service

New internal auditors were approved by Board in January 2016 following a competitive
tender process. The new internal audit programme began in April 2016

Deliver year one of Value South
Liverpool projects which SLH
can develop and deliver alone,
this includes further developing
approaches to digital inclusion and
community engagement

We delivered actions around employment and wellbeing but as detailed earlier,
changes to our income meant we made some decisions to go a different route
with engagement

Deliver a customer care campaign
for colleagues

The Every customer happy campaign was delivered through the year

Improve digital inclusion
amongst tenants

We have carried this over to 2016/17 due to the changes we made to our
Engagement Team who were leading on this project. The Digital Now project
kicked off in April 2016

Deliver stock rationalisation
programme

87 homes acquired

Identify options for
one bedroom flats

Completed an evaluation and put an action plan in place
to address the issues that we identified

Implement a review of the
Community Safety Team

Review completed and savings made. New ways of working have been introduced
and satisfaction and quality of service is continually reviewed
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Delivering from last year

What we planned to do

Did we do it?
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What we did

Create a viable employability
offer which will seek to
understand future needs of the
indigenous employers and future
inward investors

The offer has been created, partners are on board, we are
just waiting for the green light to deliver the project from the
existing library provision in Speke

Develop a business consultancy
offer to capitalise on our strengths,
whilst not undermining our own
offer to existing customers

We continue to provide consultancy support to a number of
other organisations. This year we will aim to formalise this offer

Agree an approach to shared
services and future strategic
growth opportunities

This was discussed by our Board in July 2016 and will be subject
to further discussion in September 2016

Deliver all governance review
recommendations

All actions completed and signed off by Board in January 2016.
An independent check to ensure these actions were delivered
was also completed with our internal auditors verifying all
recommendations were implemented

Complete an in-depth analysis
of ‘back office’ costs

This was brought forward as a result of the rent cut, costs
across the business were reviewed and savings agreed

Development and implementation
of learning and development
framework across all levels of
the organisation

All managers and team leaders received Emotional Intelligence
training to assist them in their roles. Various coaching options have
been looked at however the cost is prohibitive bearing in mind recent
budget announcements. The CEO will therefore introduce an alternative
and more cost effective coaching programme with managers to support
enhanced performance
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Our Journey
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Our Journey to 2022 delivering for 2016/17
Our Journey to 2022 is
available on our website
but here’s a flavour of the
actions the short term
2016/17 actions:

Every
customer
happy

Every
place
perfect

Every
opportunity
taken

Every
penny
counts

Every
person
positive

Build on the 2015 customer care campaign by embedding a right first time culture
by ensuring effective engagement and reaction to customer feedback

Delivering a regeneration plan which meets the needs of the local housing market
and investigates the introduction of new products in Speke Garston

Delivering and evaluating year one of SLH’s new employment offer

Implement a shared service or consultancy model which either increase SLH’s
income or reduces service costs

Develop a cohesive approach to success from leadership, to managers to
colleagues with a clarity of what success looks like for each role within SLH
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Appendix A: Benchmarking group
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Appendix A: Benchmarking group
The following organisations
have been selected by SLH
as our benchmarking group,
selected because they operate
in the same geographic region
as SLH or are of a similar size
(number of homes shown in
brackets). Whilst this is our
chosen group, information
may not always be available
for each of the organisations
as they may not make all of
their data available:

Calico Homes (4597)

Magenta Living (12955)

City South Manchester Housing Trust (4670)

New Charter Homes (15411)

City West Housing Trust (16389)

One Vision Housing (11616)

Cobalt Housing (6002)

Peaks and Plains Housing Trust (6340)

Community Gateway Association (6426)

Pennine Housing 2000 (12297)

First Ark (14943)

Regenda Group (12888)

Golden Gates Housing Trust (8856)

Trafford Housing Trust (9984)

Green Vale Homes (3767)

Twin Valley Homes (9577)

Halton Housing Trust (6788)

Villages Housing Association (2568)

Housing Pendle (3596)

Weaver Vale Housing Trust (6312)

Irwell Valley Housing Association (7401)

Wulvern Housing (5674)

Liverpool Housing Trust (10722)
Liverpool Mutual Homes (15598)

